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An ancient protected treeAn ancient protected tree

has roots near your

START

has roots near your
construction area. Go back You negotiate a favourable

START
construction area. Go back
1 space to give you time to

consider a redesign OR

You negotiate a favourable
contract with your builder.

Move forward 3 spaces.
START

consider a redesign OR
come up with a  potential

Move forward 3 spaces.

Task 1
come up with a  potential

solution.Task 1 solution.

There is a delay in getting
A series of badger sets

There is a delay in getting
price estimates from your

A series of badger sets
have been located nearDESIGN & price estimates from your

builder. Move back 1

have been located near
your planned culvert. Go

back 3 spaces OR come up

DESIGN &
PROCUREMENT builder. Move back 1

space.

your planned culvert. Go
back 3 spaces OR come up
with a potential solution.

PROCUREMENT

Task 2
space.

with a potential solution.
Task 2

Your flood wall needs to beYour flood wall needs to be
thicker than you expected.

Move back 1 space.Move back 1 space.

Task 3Task 3
A wild bird nest has been

Your planning permission
A miscommunication with
the landowner is delaying

A wild bird nest has been
found near your planned

Your planning permission
request has been granted

the landowner is delaying
the start of the project.

found near your planned
sea wall, go back 4spaces

request has been granted
quicker than you expected.

the start of the project.
Move back 2 spaces OR

to give you time to avoid
the breeding season OR

quicker than you expected.
Move forward 2 spaces.

Move back 2 spaces OR
come up with a potential

the breeding season OR
come up with 2 solutions

Task 4 solution.
come up with 2 solutions

and move back one space.PERMISSIONS Task 4 and move back one space.PERMISSIONS
AND APPROVALsAND APPROVALs

Heavy rain is forecast,
delaying any construction.delaying any construction.
Move back two 2 spaces.Move back two 2 spaces.

Task 5Task 5

A wild bird nest has beenA wild bird nest has been
found while clearning Your temporary fencing is Some old pipes have been

MOBILISATION &
found while clearning
vegatation. Go back 4

Your temporary fencing is
damaged in transit. Move

Some old pipes have been
discovered under the siteMOBILISATION &

SET-UP
vegatation. Go back 4

spaces OR come up with a
damaged in transit. Move
back 1 spaces OR come up

discovered under the site
that need removal. MoveSET-UP

Task 6
potential solution and

move back 1 space.
with a potential solution. back 2 spaces.

Task 6 move back 1 space.Task 6

While digging the wall
The groundworks are less

While digging the wall
foundations, a potentialThe groundworks are less

complicated than you had
foundations, a potential
heritage site has beencomplicated than you had

planned. Move forward 5
spaces.

heritage site has been
discovered.Move back 3
spaces while the site is

Task 7
spaces. spaces while the site is

surveyed.Task 7 surveyed.

The concrete you had
The concrete-mixer used

on-site has stopped
Only half of the steel youThe concrete you had

delivered did not pass Your specialist has
on-site has stopped

working. Move back 3
Half of the construction

Only half of the steel you
had ordered have beendelivered did not pass

slump testing. Move back 4
spaces to wait for the next

Your specialist has
successfully rehomed the
bat nest on the site. Move

working. Move back 3
spaces to wait for new

Half of the construction
team have called in sick for

the week. Move back 5

had ordered have been
delivered. Move back 2

spaces to wait for the nextspaces to wait for the next
delivery OR come up with a

bat nest on the site. Move
forward 2 spaces.

spaces to wait for new
equipment OR come up

the week. Move back 5
spaces.

spaces to wait for the next
delivery OR come up with a

Task 8
delivery OR come up with a

potential solution.
forward 2 spaces.

equipment OR come up
with a potential solution
and move back 1 space.

spaces. delivery OR come up with a
potential solution.Task 8 potential solution.

and move back 1 space.
potential solution.

While pouring concrete,
there was an unexpected

The temperature has
there was an unexpected
spill. Move back 4 spaces A stronger cement mixdropped to -4C so concrete

cannot be poured. Move

spill. Move back 4 spaces
to prevent contamination

A stronger cement mix
ratio has been designed.

cannot be poured. Move
back 1 space.

to prevent contamination
OR come up with a

ratio has been designed.
Move forward 3 spaces.

Task 9
back 1 space.

OR come up with a
potential solution and
move back 2 spaces.

Move forward 3 spaces.

Task 9 move back 2 spaces.

The drainage system is A local noise and nuisanceThe drainage system is
more complicated than
planned. Move back 3

A local noise and nuisance
complaint has been put

forward against yourplanned. Move back 3
spaces OR come up with a

forward against your
project. Move back 1 spacespaces OR come up with a

potential solution and
project. Move back 1 space

OR come up with a

Task 10
potential solution and

move back 1 space.
OR come up with a
potential solution.Task 10 move back 1 space. potential solution.

You've received a discount
The new delivery of steel
reinforcement poles hasYou've received a discount

on your steel
A heatwave has hit so the

The new delivery of steel
reinforcement poles has

not passed quality controlon your steel
reinforcement poles. Move

A heatwave has hit so the
workers must take more

breaks. Move back 1 space.

not passed quality control
testing. Move back 4reinforcement poles. Move

forward 1 space.

workers must take more
breaks. Move back 1 space.

testing. Move back 4
spaces OR come up with a

Task 11
forward 1 space. spaces OR come up with a

potential solution.Task 11
Concern over an invasive

You are given express

Concern over an invasive
species has been raised.

You are given express
shipping of backfill

species has been raised.
Move back 3 spaces whileFLOOD WALL shipping of backfill

materials; Move forward 2

Move back 3 spaces while
the area is cleared OR

come up with a potential

FLOOD WALL
CHAINAGE materials; Move forward 2

spaces.
come up with a potential
solution and move back 1

CHAINAGE

Task 12
spaces.

solution and move back 1
space.Task 12 space.

Not enough sandbags have
A natural disaster destroys Your supplier has agreed to

Not enough sandbags have
been ordered for the wall

the project site. Move back
10 spaces.

fast-track your order. Move
forward 1 space.

filling. Move back 3 spaces
OR come up with a10 spaces. forward 1 space. OR come up with a
potential solution.

Task 13
potential solution.

Task 13

Delays in the project
A team of 4 temporary

Delays in the project
timeline mean that yourA team of 4 temporary

workers have joined your
site to try to speed up

timeline mean that your
contractor is not availablesite to try to speed up

works. Move forward 5

contractor is not available
for your new dates. Move

works. Move forward 5
spaces.

for your new dates. Move
back 5 spaces OR come up

with a solution.Task 14
spaces.

with a solution.Task 14

A miscommunication has
meant insufficient workers

have been hired for thehave been hired for the
project. Move back 2

Task 15

project. Move back 2
spaces.

Task 15
spaces.

Task 15

A change in laws leads to
delays across the supply A new site manager has

The stone cladding has
been damaged by baddelays across the supply

chain. Move back 3 spaces
A new site manager has

been hired. Move forward
been damaged by bad

weather conditions. Movechain. Move back 3 spaces
OR come up with a

been hired. Move forward
2 spaces.

weather conditions. Move
back 2 spaces OR come up

Task 16

OR come up with a
potential solution.

2 spaces. back 2 spaces OR come up
with a potential solution.

Task 16
potential solution. with a potential solution.

Road closures make it
Unexpected high winds

Road closures make it
impossible to get yourUnexpected high winds

make construction
impossible. Move back 2

impossible to get your
deliveries to the site. Move
back 3 spaces OR come upimpossible. Move back 2

spaces.
back 3 spaces OR come up
with a potential solution

Task 17
spaces. with a potential solution

and move back 1 space.Task 17 and move back 1 space.

Vegetation around the wallVegetation around the wall
has been damaged by the

A flood gate needs to be
added to the design, as

has been damaged by the
works. Move back 3 spaces

A flood gate needs to be
added to the design, as

flood risk rises. Move back
works. Move back 3 spaces

OR come up with a
potential solution.

flood risk rises. Move back
3 spaces.

Task 18

OR come up with a
potential solution.

3 spaces.

REINSTATEMENT Task 18REINSTATEMENT
& DEMOBILISE

Your vegetation reinstation Your workers have
& DEMOBILISE

Your strategy of laying turf
Your vegetation reinstation

has not been successful.
Your workers have

managed to catch up and

FINISH
Your strategy of laying turf
has been successful. Move

has not been successful.
Move back 2 spaces OR

managed to catch up and
will finish ahead of FINISHhas been successful. Move

forward 1 space.
Move back 2 spaces OR

come up with a potential
solution.

will finish ahead of
schedule. Move forward 1

space.

FINISH

Task 19
solution. space.

Task 19


